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values as those in the case of the key. After the currents
leave the Steppers they are combined or added in the re
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The present invention relates to electrical measuring,
testing or indicating and specilically involves a space

discharge tube-circuit for enabling rapid sampling of
current or voltage in a circuit to be made and indicated
even where the current or voltage may be varying rapidly

entry circuits 12 and these circuits also perform a sub
tracting operation where necessary to bring the summa
tion current within the maximum step range that the
message or key alone can have. Following the reentry
circuits are ampliñers 13 and output Steppers 14 which
are similar in general to the message and key Steppers and
which reform the currents into accurately stepped form
for transmision over whatever multiplex circuit is used
to the distant terminal.
Each of the Steppers that have been mentioned com

prises live grid-controlled gas-filled tubes with their input
connections in parallel across the channel but with their

as in the case of transients.

individual input potentiometers set to live different posi

The invention is capable of general application but
for the purpose of illustrating one specific application it

diñerent ñring voltages. If the input is less than that cor

tions so as to give the tubes different sensitivities, that is,

responding to step 1, no tubes tire and an output current
of zero results. lIf the input has a value between step 1
`for a secret telephone terminal in which gas-lilled tubes
are used to produce impulses which are supposed to 20 and step 2, one tube lires giving an output of step 1
value, and so on, making a total of six steps including
have definite quantitative relationships and the embodi
zero.
ment is in the form of a checking circuit to determine
In order to restore the gas tubes that have fired, the
whether these tubes are performing properly at any
plate voltage of all tubes is removed for a period of 2
instant.

will be disclosed herein as embodied in a testing circuit

The main object of the invention is to provide for rapid
and accurate indications of electrical quantities in which
the indication is held constant for a long enough time to

be suitably registered,
A related object is to enable a condenser to be charged
to a definite value for a given time, discharged, and
recharged to a different value either higher or lower, by
electronic circuit means.
In accordance with one feature, the invention provides
a first ygrid-controlled space discharge tube for placing a
charge on a condenser and a second grid-controlled space

milliseconds, the total step length of the output voltage
being 18 milliseconds in the case of the message and key
Steppers and 14 milliseconds with 6-millisecond spaces
in the case of the output Steppers, making a time interval
of 20 milliseconds between firing times. In order to sample
the input at one particular instant of time the grids of
all stepper tubes have a pulse applied to them which

swings the grid voltage in the positive direction sufficiently
to enable one or more of them to ñre when supplemented

discharge tube for discharging the condenser quickly

by the input voltage, if this has a step 1 or greater than
step l voltage. This exposure time occurs at the begin
ning of each lS-millisecond or lll-millisecond pulse period,

after a given time interval and permitting the first tube to

as the case may be.

recharge the condenser to a new value.

The nature of the invention and its various objects and
features will be more fully understood from the follow
ing detailed description taken in connection with the

accompanying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 is a simpliñed schematic circuit diagram of
a portion of a transmitting terminal of a secret telephone

system in which a testing circuit according to this inven
tion is embodied; and
FlG. 2 is a diagram showing the instant at which a

These conditioning voltages that are applied to the
anodes and grids of the stepper tubes to enable them to
perform their stepping function are derived from pulsing

power supplies merely indicated in FIG. 1 by boxes, 16
for the message and key stepper cathode impulser which
swings the cathode from ground (zero) volta-ge to -150
volts for the lâë-millisecond period and back to ground
for the Z-millisecond period, and 17 for the message and

key stepper grid impulses which keep the grids at -100
volts with respect to the cathode for all except th

2-millisecond interval immediately following the restoring
interval of these tubes. Similar pulsing power supplies for
The secret telephone terminal briefly indicated in the
drawing forms no part of the present invention but is of 50 the output Steppers are shown at i6’ and 17’. About a half
millisecond after the cathode voltage has swung to ‘_150
the type disclosed in an application of Lundstrom and
volts, the grid voltage is swung from -100 volts to about
Schimpf Ser. No. 456,322, filed Aug. 27, 1942, to which

pulse is sampled.

reference may be had for more detailed information. In

this type of system speech waves from the microphone 1
or other input are analyzed in analyzer 2 to provide a
number of different speech-delining low frequency cur
rents in a number of channels, such as eleven for example,

and a separate key is used to encipher the current in each

-4 volts relative to the cathode, for the Z-niillisecond
exposure interval. These voltage and time relations are

indicated in the small diagrams adjacent the boxes 16
and 17 with arrows from the leads in which the voltages
exist.

These voltage impulses are derived from the exciter
13 or 18’ in the same way that is disclosed in the Lund

channel to render the transmission secret. Three such
strom and Schimpf application under control of a 50
channels are shown in the drawing at 3, 4 and 5 with 60 cycle
wave derived in this instance from the record by
others indicated. The secret key Waves are derived from
picking off through lilter 19 two waves having a fre
a phonograph record 6 on which all the keys for all of
quency difference of 50 cycles and detecting them at 20
the channels are recorded at different vfrequencies simi
to recover the 50-cycle difference wave. The exciter
larly to multiplex carrier wave transmission and these 65 comprises pairs of tubes for respectively determining the

key currents are separated by band lilters 7, 8, 9 for in
dividual application to the channels.
Mes-sage Steppers 10 and key steppers 11 are used to
convert both the signal-defining low frequency currents
and the key currents into stepped form, there being six 70
steps including zero as one step, and the voltage interval
between steps in the case of the message having the same

beginnings and ends of the pulses and phase Shifters
for determining the phase of the SU-cycle Wave at which
the pulses occur. By adjusting the phase Shifters the
phase relation of the pulses can be controlled to secure
the time relations just described. The exciter 18' for
the pulsing supplies 16' and 17' is controlled by the
same SO-cycle wave after passing through phase shifter
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15 to provide a slight delay in the tiring of the output
steppers relative to the message `and key Steppers. The
exciter 18' is adjusted or proportioned to give the 14
millizsecond pulses V.alternating with 6-millisecond spaces
referred to for the case of the output Steppers.

The remainder of the circuit of FdG. 1 that has not

,already been specifically described comprises the check
ing circuit in accordance with the present invention. This
requipment can be connected to Iany key or output stepper

,for checking it by insertion of a pair of plugs into the
test jacks for the particular stepper. The circuit is shown
plugged up ‘for testing the key stepper 11 which has
an input test jack 30 and »an output test jack 32. Plugs
31 and 33 are shown in these jacks. Output stepper 14
can be tested by inserting plug 35 in jack 74 and plug
37 in jack 36 and throwing the switches or keys 38,
39, 40 and 41 »to the right, these being shown as thrown
to the left where they must be for testing stepper 11.
With the testing circuits connected up as shown, some

of the output voltage from stepper 11 is applied through
key 40 to the horizontal plates of cathode ray oscillograph
50 and some of the input voltage into stepper 11 is
applied through key 38 to the stepping circuit in the
test set and the resulting steps are applied to the vertical

plates of the oscillograph tube 50 for comparison with
the steps in the output of the stepper under test.
The character of the wave in the input to the
stepper 11 is indicated in FIG. 2 as a continuous wave
of a few hundreds or thousands of'cycles per second
modulated at a 50-cycle rate to different amplitudes repre

senting the key steps. The timing of the pulsing supplies
is such that this wave is sampled at its peak points a, a, a

for a 2-millisecond period by the key stepper. Leads
51 and 52 extend from the pulsing supplies 16 and 17
to the tube 53 in the test set so that this tube also
samples the input wave at the same times a, a, a in the

rectiñer at this time moves the grid voltage farther
into the conducting range and establishes ‘a charge on
the condenser 70 in the plate circuit that is proportional
to the voltage applied. After 2 milliseconds the grid
supply changes back to _100 volts, cutting 0H the tube.
Any charge that is on the condenser at this time re

mains there for the duration of the 20-millisecond in
terval.

In order to discharge the condenser rapidly at the
end of the Ztl-millisecond period, it is necessary to pro
vide ya low impedance path to ground. This is obtained

‘by connecting tube 63 from the plate of the continuous
stepper tube 53 to ground. During the time that the
cathode supply is at -150 volts, the discharge tube 63
has a high negative bias on its grid and is of high im

pedance. However, when the cathode supply pulses to
zero voltage, the "battery in grid circuit of this tube
63 applies a positive bias to the grid and the tube
63 becomes of low impedance and discharges the con
denser. When the cathode supply goes back to ~-l50
volts, the tube becomes of high impedance and the con
denser is ready to receive a new charge. Condenser 70
charges to some voltage considerably less than 150 volts,
for example, a voltage less ythan 100 volts.
The voltage existing across the condenser 70 is applied
to the vertical plates of the oscillograph 50. If the
stepper under test is operating properly, a row of dots
will appear on the screen as indicated at 71, one dot
for each of the six step values including zero. If a tube
30 in the stepper under test, such las the tube correspond
ing to step 3 for example, fails to ñre, the spot for
step 3 will ‘be displaced out of line toward the left to

some position x, while if this tube fires falsely when

only two steps should be tired, the spot will be dis
placed downward to some point y. The grid circuit of

this stepper tube is then adjusted until the spot is brought

manner presently to be described.
The voltage at the jack 30 is placed across high re

back into line. When all of the spots appear on a 45

sistance 54 which is so high as not to drain olf an ap

iustment.

preciable amount of the key current. This voltage is

amplified at 55 (switch 38 being closed to the left) and
is applied through transformer 56 to the full wave recti
ñer 57 where it is converted to a direct current pulse

which is filtered by shunt capacity 58 and resistance
5S' and impressed across a potentiometer consisting of
an ohmic resistance 59 and a Thyrite resistor 61 which
has a non-linear voltage current characteristic. This is

for the reason that the steps in the input wave to the
stepper 11 occur in equal steps on a logarithmic scale

degree line the stepper is known to be in proper ad~
In testing the output Steppers, a modified type of
circuit must be used since the input voltage is a direct
current voltage in contrast to the input to the key step
pers Which is an alernating current voltage. The output
stepper 14 may be tested by inserting into jacks 74 and
36 plugs 35 and 37, and throwing all keys in the testing

circuit to the right. The high impedance input circuit
of tube 75 is now bridged across the input side of the
stepper 14 and the stepper output is applied to the hori
zontal plates of the oscillograph Sli through key 40. Tube

and the steps appearing in the output of stepper 11 50 75 is a balanced tube having two parts connected to draw
currents in opposite directions through opposite halves
of resistor 76 from battery 77. This permits placing

occur in equal steps on a linear scale. Since it is desired
to compare the outputs of the stepper under test with
that of the stepper in the testing circuit on a linear basis,
the Thyrite resistor 61 is used to convert the voltage

steps impressed on the grid of tube 53 into steps of equal
value on a linear scale. For this purpose the grid of

across resistor 78 a zero voltage for zero input to the

control grid 79 and direct current potential proportional
to the input on grid 79 while keeping variations in bat
tery voltage at 77 or in cathode emission in tube 75 from

tube 53 is connected across only the Thyrite portion of
appearing across resistor 78.
_
the potentiometer 59, 61. Tubes 53 and 63 in the test
The direct current voltage steps are, therefore, ampli
ing set are of the highly evacuated type as distinguished
iied at 75 and placed across opposite terminals of the
from the gas-filled type used in the stepper. It will be
noted that the cathode of tube 53 is varied from ground 60 double balanced modulator circuit 80 supplied with con
stant amplitude waves of convenient frequency, such as
potential to ---150 volts by lead 52 and that the grid
2 kilocycles from source 81. The resulting output modu
has its potential varied over lead 51 from about -100
lated Wave has a shape somewhat similar to that of FIG.
volts relative to its cathode to _8, the extra four volts
2 except that in this case the steps vary linearly rather
over the -4 Volts mentioned above as existing in lead
than on a decibel basis. This wave is selected by tuned
51 being obtained from the 4-Volt bias battery 65.
circuit 82, ampliñed at 83 and impressed across the input
These voltages are phased so that at the beginning of
side of amplifier 55, key 38 being in its right-hand posi
any ZO-millisecond interval the cathode supply pulses
tion. Key 41 now connects pulsing supplies 16', 17' to
from -150 volts to zero and remains at this value for
the cathode and grid of tube 53I to time its operation to
2 milliseconds. During this interval the grid supply is
about -100 volts, referred to the cathode, thus holding 70 that of the output stepper. The action of the circuit from
this point on is the same as previously described except
the tube below cut-oir”. About 0.5 millisecond after the
cathode supply returns to _150 volts the grid supply
that the Thyrite resistor 61 is switched out of circuit and
changes from about _100 volts to -8 volts, bringing
is replaced by ohmic resistance S5 by key 39 in its right
the tube to the lower edge of the conducting range.
hand position since no conversion to linear ratio is now
Any voltage that is applied to the grid circuit from the
needed.
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ends of said steps, said testing circuit comprising a vacu
um tube having a condenser in its output circuit, means

The invention is not to be construed as limited to the
exact circuit arrangement shown nor to the specific use
or application disclosed nor to the values or quantities
given since these are for illustration, the scope of the

including said pulsing supply for causing said tube to
place a charge on said condenser at the beginning of each
'

to the stepper input voltage at the

same instant, a second vacuum tube having its space

path bridged across the terminals of said condenser,
means including lsaid pulsing supply for causing said

invention being defined in the claims.
What
1. In isa claimed
timing is:
circuit a condenser and an indicator
connected across said condenser, a tirst grid-controlled
discharge tube having said condenser included serially
in its anode-cathode circuit, a second grid-controlled dis
charge tube having its grid connected to the cathode of
said first tube and having its cathode and anode con

second tube to discharge said condenser at the end of
each step, and means to compare the output of said
10 stepper with the voltage existing across said condenser.
6. A circuit for sampling a variable amplitude wave

nected in shunt to said condenser with its anode con
nected to the same terminal of the condenser that is con
nected to the cathode of the iirst tube, a source of anode

comprising a grid-controlled tube having means for bias
ing the grid beyond cut-oli at all times except the sam
pling times, said means during the sampling times bias

at deñnite times and for producing dat topped pulses hav

ing amplitudes proportional to the sampled amplitudes

voltage connected between said terminal and the cathode
of said íirst tube, a circuit for impulsing the grid of said

ing the grid into the conducting region of the tube, a
source of space current for said tube, a condenser in

iirst tube to charge said condenser, and means to reduce

the output circuit of said tube for receiving from the
the anode voltage applied to said first tube sufficiently to 20 tube a charge proportional to the sampled amplitude, a
ermit the second tube to discharge said condenser.
second grid-controlled tube for discharging said condens
2. 1n a space discharge tube circuit, a first grid-con-

er at the end of each pulse, said second tube having a

trolled tube, a condenser connected in the output circuit
of said tube and adapted to
output
current of said tube, a source

between the cathode of said tube and a terminal of said

cathode-anode circuit bridged across said condenser and
its grid connected to receive a negative voltage from sai
25 source, and means operative at the end of each pulse

to radically reduce the voltage applied across the space
current path of said first tube and to the grid of said
second tube from said source to cause said second tube
a sense opposite to the connection of said iirst tube for
discharge said condenser.
30 to 7.
In combination, a condenser to be charged and dis
discharging said condenser when the
tube has its voltage in the conducting region, a conduc
charged at definite time intervals, a pair of grid-con
tive connection from the grid of said second tube to the
trolled vacuum tubes having their anode-cathode circuits
f said iirst tube, means for applying voltage
connected across said condenser in mutually reversed re
pulses to the grid of the tirst tube to charge said con
lation, a source of space current for the iirst tube, said
denser, and means for reducing said anode voltage suíi'i
source serving to bias the grid of the second tube beyond
ciently to allow said second tube to discharge said con
cut-ofi, means to swing the grid voltage of the iirst tube
from
beyond cut-off into the conducting range to cause
denser.
3. In a condenser circuit, a condenser to be charged
the first tube to transmit charging current from said
and discharged, a source of direct current voltage and
source into said condenser, means to swing the grid of
variable resistance connected in series across said con 40 the ñrst tube
eifectively isolate the
denser, with the minus pole of said source connected
condenser from said source, and means for subsequently
to one end of said resistance, a grid-controlled space
discharging the condenser
discharge device having its grid connected to the junction
prising means to reduce the voltage applied to the grid
between said minus pole and said resistance, its anode
oi said second tube from said source to render said
connected in common to the opposite pole of said source 45
second
tube conducting.
and a terminal of said condenser, and its cathode con~
8. In combination, a condenser to be charged and dis
nected in common to the opposite terminal of said con
charged in definite time intervals, comprising a pair of
denser and the opposite end of said resistance, means
grid-controlled space discharge devices having their
for varying said resistance between one value permitting
cathode-anode circuits connected across said condenser in
charging current to iiow into said condenser and another 50 cathode-anode circuits connect across said condenser in
value substantially isolating said source from said con
mutually reversed direction, a source of periodically in

condenser, and
discharge tube having its
anode and cathode connected across said condenser in

denser, and means to remove voltage from said source

terrupted anode supply voltage connected to apply nega

sutîicient to permit said device to discharge said con
denser.
4. A stepping circuit for converting varying input volt

age into steps of output voltage comprising a first grid

tive voltage to the cathode of the íirst or charging tube
and to the grid of the second or discharging tube, anc55 a source of periodically interrupted grid bias voltagr

controlled tube, a pulsing supply for its grid-cathode cir
cuit and a pulsing supply for its cathode-anode circuit,

connected in the cathode-grid circuit of said iirst tube
said sources having their interruption times staggered

a condenser in the output of said tube adapted to receive
a charge from said second pulsing supply whenever said 60
tube has low impedance, means to drive said tube to low

impedance under control of said first pulsing supply
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